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Abstract

Compared to conventional semantic segmentation with pixel-
level supervision, weakly supervised semantic segmentation
(WSSS) with image-level labels poses the challenge that it
commonly focuses on the most discriminative regions, re-
sulting in a disparity between weakly and fully supervision
scenarios. A typical manifestation is the diminished preci-
sion on object boundaries, leading to deteriorated accuracy of
WSSS. To alleviate this issue, we propose to adaptively par-
tition the image content into certain regions (e.g., confident
foreground and background) and uncertain regions (e.g., ob-
ject boundaries and misclassified categories) for separate pro-
cessing. For uncertain cues, we propose an adaptive masking
strategy and seek to recover the local information with self-
distilled knowledge. We further assume that confident regions
should be robust enough to preserve the global semantics, and
introduce a complementary self-distillation method that con-
strains semantic consistency between confident regions and
an augmented view with the same class labels. Extensive ex-
periments conducted on PASCAL VOC 2012 and MS COCO
2014 demonstrate that our proposed single-stage approach for
WSSS not only outperforms state-of-the-art counterparts but
also surpasses multi-stage methods that trade complexity for
accuracy.

Introduction
Weakly supervised semantic segmentation (WSSS) reduces
the cost of annotating “strong” pixel-level labels by using
“weak” labels such as bounding boxes (Dai, He, and Sun
2015; Song et al. 2019), scribbles (Lin et al. 2016; Vernaza
and Chandraker 2017), points (Bearman et al. 2016; Su et al.
2022) and image-level class labels (Araslanov and Roth
2020; Ru et al. 2022; Wu et al. 2023; Ru et al. 2023). Among
these, image-level class labels are the most affordable, but
challenging to exploit. A commonly used WSSS approach
based on image-level class labels typically includes the fol-
lowing steps: (1) to train a neural network for image clas-
sification; (2) to use the network to generate class activa-
tion maps (CAMs) (Zhou et al. 2016) as seed regions; (3)
to refine the CAMs to pseudo segmentation labels that will
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Figure 1: Visualization of our main idea. The flawed CAM
only identifies discriminative regions. To address this, we
propose to partition the image into uncertain regions (e.g.,
object boundaries) and confident regions (e.g., the main
body of an object) and reinforce features of these regions
in a complementary manner.

be used as the ground truth for supervising a segmentation
network. These steps can either be implemented as separate
stages or as a single collaborative stage, and single-stage
frameworks are usually more efficient as they streamline
the training pipeline. In general, high-quality pseudo labels
lead to superior semantic segmentation performance. In this
work, we focus on developing an effective single-stage ap-
proach to generate more accurate pseudo labels from image-
level class labels.

Unfortunately, CAMs are essentially flawed because they
are intended for classification, i.e., they strive to identify
the most discriminative regions of an object aiming at im-
proved classification accuracy. To tackle this, one can im-
prove the initial seeds (Lee et al. 2019; Wang et al. 2020)
or refine pseudo labels (Ahn, Cho, and Kwak 2019; Chen
et al. 2020), by expanding activations or labels to seman-
tically consistent pixels in the neighborhood. Recent stud-
ies have found that the restricted receptive field of convolu-
tion negatively affects the recognition of integral objects (Ru
et al. 2022, 2023) and use vision transformer (Dosovitskiy
et al. 2020) to model the global relationships for improve-
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ment. But this does not resolve the issue of CAM seeds or
pseudo labels, and we still observe empirically high uncer-
tainty in (1) boundary regions between foreground objects
and background, and (2) misclassified regions within mul-
tiple semantically-different objects. In the example of Fig-
ure 1, the generated CAM is uncertain about the two arms of
the person on the chair, also the boundary between the fore-
ground (person and chair) and the background is unclear.
These uncertain regions are easily confused by obscure se-
mantic clues due to the absence of pixel-level supervision.

Our goal is to clarify the visual semantics of uncertain
regions mentioned above. We emphasize that the local vi-
sual patterns should be explicitly modeled and captured. As
can be seen from Figure 1, head and upper thighs are well
recognized, while the recognition of arms and lower legs
needs improvement. A better understanding of that arms
and lower legs surely belong to a person should be estab-
lished using local visual context. Although some methods
can deal with noisy object boundaries by employing off-the-
shelf saliency detection models for rich object contours (Lee
et al. 2021b; Li, Fan, and Zhang 2022), they overlook uncer-
tain regions caused by low confidence within objects. Alter-
natively, it has been proposed to attain the training objec-
tive using knowledge gathered from the past training itera-
tions, i.e., self-distillation (Caron et al. 2021). Encouraged
by the success of self-distillation, we discard saliency de-
tection models, but take advantage of the strategy of self-
distillation in our model training.

To this end, to explore and strengthen semantics over un-
certain regions, we propose a progressive self-reinforcement
method. To distinguish uncertain regions from confident
ones, we define those with intermediate CAM scores as un-
certain regions, since a very low/high score strongly indi-
cates the background/foreground. Specifically, we propose
to mask uncertain features (equivalent to image patch to-
kens) and learn to recover the original information with the
help of an online momentum teacher. This masking strategy
aligns with a state-of-the-art pre-training paradigm called
masked image modeling (MIM) that brings locality induc-
tive bias to the model (Xie et al. 2023). We upgrade its
random masking strategy with semantic uncertainty so that
the network can focus on uncertain features controlled by
the masking ratio. This design is beneficial to facilitate fea-
tures in both object boundaries and misclassified regions.
Assuming that confident features should be robust enough to
present global semantics, we also introduce a complemen-
tary method that constrains semantic consistency between
two augmented views with the same class labels. Our pro-
posal can be seamlessly integrated into a vision transformer
based single-stage WSSS framework. We summarize our
main contributions as follows :

• We propose a novel WSSS approach, progressive feature
self-reinforcement, to effectively enhance the semantics
of uncertain regions. The investigation of uncertain re-
gions, including both object boundaries and misclassified
categories, significantly improves WSSS performance.

• We design an adaptive masking strategy to identify un-
certain regions. Unlike most previous works that adopt

additional saliency detection models, we locate uncertain
regions with the guidance of semantic-aware CAMs.

• Exhaustive experiments on PASCAL VOC 2012 (Ever-
ingham et al. 2010) and MS COCO 2014 (Lin et al.
2014) show that our method outperforms SOTA single-
stage competitors, even better than existing sophisticated
multi-stage methods.

Related Work
Weakly Supervised Semantic Segmentation
Multi-stage WSSS methods adopt a classification model to
generate CAMs as pseudo labels, then train a segmentation
model for evaluating the final performance. To overcome
the commonly acknowledged weakness that CAMs can only
focus on discriminative regions, several works aim at im-
proving the training dynamic by erasing and seeking (Hou
et al. 2018) or adversarial learning (Yoon et al. 2022). Some
recent approaches also adopt vision transformer (Dosovit-
skiy et al. 2020) for the WSSS task, considering its favor-
able long-range modeling capability. TS-CAM (Gao et al.
2021) proposes to couple class-agnostic attention maps with
semantic-aware patch tokens to promote object localization.
MCTformer (Xu et al. 2022) introduces multiple class to-
kens so that class-specific attention maps can be gener-
ated. Other approaches incorporate extra data into training
or post-processing, e.g., saliency maps (Lee et al. 2021b) or
contrastive language-image pre-training (CLIP) models (Lin
et al. 2023). Our solution aims at improving pseudo labels
as well, but it is integrated into a single-stage framework for
simplicity, and it requires neither extra data nor off-the-shelf
saliency detection models.

Single-stage WSSS methods treat multiple stages such
as classification, pseudo label refinement, segmentation as
a whole and perform joint training. 1Stage (Araslanov and
Roth 2020) achieves comparable performance with domi-
nant multi-stage approaches by ensuring local consistency,
semantic fidelity and mask completeness. AFA (Ru et al.
2022) explores the intrinsic architecture of ViT and derives
reliable semantic affinity from multi-head self-attention for
pseudo label refinement. ToCo (Ru et al. 2023) tackles the
issue of over-smoothing observed in ViT by supervising the
final patch tokens with intermediate knowledge. Despite the
simplified and streamlined training procedure, single-stage
methods often suffer from inferior performance compared
with multi-stage ones. In this work, we achieve superior se-
mantic segmentation results using a single-stage framework
by discovering and reinforcing underlying semantic layouts.

Self-Distillation
Self-distillation associates self-supervised learning (He et al.
2020) with knowledge distillation (Hinton, Vinyals, and
Dean 2015), where knowledge is transferred and learned
without resorting to any labels. It is primarily designed to
compress large networks, and is hoping to promote perfor-
mance on downstream tasks via mimicking the output of a
frozen teacher (Noroozi et al. 2018; Zhang et al. 2023; Wang
et al. 2023). Recently, some approaches (Caron et al. 2021;
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Figure 2: Overview of our framework. For the student pipeline, we forward one view through the encoder, and the encoded
patch tokens are fed into the classifier for classification and the decoder for semantic segmentation, separately. The other view
is masked and sequentially forwarded through the encoder, the aggregation module, and the projector. For the teacher pipeline,
both views are propagated through the encoder, the aggregation module, and the projector. The teacher network requires no
gradient and is an exponential moving average (EMA) of the student network.

Zhou et al. 2021) build the teacher dynamically during train-
ing, where the teacher adopts the same architecture as that of
the student and is updated with the knowledge of past iter-
ations. The resulting framework simplifies the training pro-
cess and achieves compelling results compared with other
self-training frameworks. This motivates us to adapt the core
idea of self-distillation to the WSSS task for the purpose of
rectifying inaccurate object boundaries as well as improving
discriminative object features.

Methodology
A Single-Stage Framework for WSSS
The proposed single-stage framework for WSSS is illus-
trated in Figure 2. We use an encoder-decoder architecture
to accomplish semantic segmentation with image-level su-
pervision. The encoder is a vision transformer supervised
by image-level class labels. We adopt patch token contrast
(PTC) (Ru et al. 2023) for affinity learning as it is cru-
cial to constrain affinities between patch tokens of the last
layer against over-smoothing (Gong et al. 2021). As for se-
mantic segmentation, we borrow a lightweight convolutional
decoder from DeepLab (Chen et al. 2017), which is super-
vised by pseudo segmentation labels that are generated from
CAMs. An aggregation module is used to summarize patch
tokens into one class token and an MLP-based projector to
transform all tokens into an appropriate feature space for
feature learning. To improve model training, we enable a
student and a teacher pipeline to achieve self-distillation.

Formally, let F be the transformer encoder with its out-
put embedding dimension denoted by D, P the projector,
M the masking operator, and A the aggregating operator.
We start from explaining the student pipeline. An input
image is randomly augmented to two distorted views: x1

and x2. Each view is subsequently divided into HW non-

overlapping patch tokens, denoted as T1 =
{
t
(i)
1

}HW

i=1
and

T2 =
{
t
(i)
2

}HW

i=1
, respectively. We forward T1 into the en-

coder to obtain the logits Z1 = F(T1) ∈ RHW×D, which
are then fed into the classifier for classification, and also
the decoder for segmentation, following the standard image
classification and segmentation setup. To reinforce features,
we divide T2 into uncertain and confident tokens and mask
the uncertain ones with learnable parameters, for which the
uncertain token selection and masking approaches will be
explained later. The resulting masked view, denoted as T̂2 =

M(T2), is also fed into the encoder to obtain Ẑ2 = F
(
T̂2

)
.

Embeddings of the unmasked confident tokens in Ẑ2 are
summarized into a class token by an aggregation module, de-
noted by A

(
Ẑ2

)
∈ R1×D. This class token is concatenated

with Ẑ2, and further projected and normalized to resemble
probabilities distributions in P̂2 ∈ R(1+HW )×D, as

P̂2 = σ
(
P
([

A
(
Ẑ2

)
; Ẑ2

]))
, (1)

where σ is the row-wise softmax function, and [; ] the con-
catenation. We will explain the aggregation design later.

The teacher shares the same architecture as the student’s
encoder and projector, and has a similar pipeline described
by Eq. (1), except it takes the unmasked inputs T1 and T2,
and returns two distributions P1 and P2 for the two views,
respectively. The student output P̂2 and the teacher outputs
P1 and P2 are used for feature reinforcement training.

Uncertain Patch Token Selection
We select uncertain patch tokens under the guidance of
semantic-aware CAMs, generated using the logits computed
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earlier with the first view, i.e., Z1 = F(T1). We linearly
project Z1 using the weights W ∈ RC×D of the classifier for
image classification, where C is the class number, and then
normalize it by the ReLU function and min-max normaliza-
tion. The normalized CAM, denoted as Mc ∈ RHW×C(0 ≤
MC ≤ 1), is defined by

Mc := min-max
(
ReLU

(
ZW⊤)) . (2)

It encodes the semantic uncertainty for each patch driven by
CAM scores ZW⊤.

Next, we identify the uncertain regions based on the nor-
malized CAM and mask the uncertain patches, following an
adaptive masking strategy. Features in non-reliable regions
are considered as uncertain features. However, some reliable
regions can be wrongly labeled, and their corresponding fea-
tures can also be uncertain. To remedy this, we propose an
adaptive masking strategy, resulting in a soft masking vector
Ms ∈ RHW with each element given as

M (i)
s =

{
ui + 1, if βl < max

(
M

(i,:)
c

)
< βh,

ui, otherwise,
(3)

where ui ∼ U(0, 1) draws from a standard uniform distri-
bution and enables a stochastic selection process. The above
use of two background thresholds 0 < βl < βh < 1 for di-
viding patches into reliable and non-reliable ones is inspired
by Zhang et al. (2020) and Ru et al. (2022), which suggests
an intermediate score to be a sign of uncertainty. As a result,
elements in Ms with larger values suggest uncertain patches.

We use a masking ratio 0 < r < 1 to control the amount
of selected uncertain patches, and defines the following bi-
nary selection mask Mb ∈ RHW with each element as

M
(i)
b =

{
1, if i ∈ argmaxtop(k)(Ms), k := ⌊HW ∗ r⌋,
0, otherwise,

(4)
where ⌊·⌋ denotes the floor function. The selected uncertain
patches, flagged by 1 in Mb, correspond to those top-k large-
valued elements in Ms. Our masking strategy is designed
to relax the hard foreground-background thresholds by the
masking ratio r. When more patches are flagged as uncertain
by βl < max

(
M

(i,:)
c

)
< βh, the selection is randomly con-

ducted within them through ui. When less uncertain patches
are flagged, part of confident patches are also selected. The
original features of the selected tokens to mask are replaced
by learnable parameters with the same feature dimension.

Certain Feature Aggregation
We design an attentive aggregation module to compress the
embeddings of a sequence of N = HW patch tokens, stored
in Ẑ ∈ RN×D, into one class token embedding Z̄ ∈ R1×D.
As shown in Figure 3, this module contains several aggre-
gation blocks, where each block contains a masked cross-
attention (MCA) layer and a feed-forward (FF) layer, given
as

Z̄
(l)
(o) = Z̄(l) + MCA

(
η
([

Z̄(l); Ẑ(l)
]))

,

Z̄(l+1) = Z̄
(l)
(o) + FF

(
η
(
Z̄

(l)
(o)

))
,

(5)

Masked 
Cross-Attention
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Figure 3: Illustration of the aggregation module. This mod-
ule is composed of several aggregation blocks, where each
block alternates in turn a cross-attention layer and a feed-
forward layer. The cross-attention layer computes attention
between a class token and a sequence of unmasked patch to-
kens.

where l denotes the layer index and η is the LayerNorm (Ba,
Kiros, and Hinton 2016).

MCA is analogous to self-attention (Vaswani et al. 2017),
except that it computes attention between the class token and
a set of unmasked patch tokens. We parameterize MCA with
projection weights WQ,WK ,WV ,WO ∈ RD×D, and cal-
culate the queries Q ∈ R1×D, keys K ∈ RN×D and values
V ∈ RN×D by projection, so that

Q = η
(
Z̄
)
W⊤

Q ,K = η
(
Ẑ
)
W⊤

K , V = η
(
Ẑ
)
W⊤

V . (6)

Note that queries are derived from the class token, while
keys and values are calculated on patch tokens. The masked
cross-attention A ∈ R1×N is then formulated as

A = σ

(
(1−Mb)

(
QK⊤)

√
D

)
. (7)

The output of MCA is computed as a weighted sum of val-
ues, i.e., (AV )W⊤

O .

Feature Self-reinforcement
We adopt self-distillation (Caron et al. 2021; Zhou et al.
2021; Oquab et al. 2023) to improve the model training for
feature reinforcement. As explained earlier, given two dis-
torted views of the same image, we compute one student
output P̂2 and two teacher outputs P1 and P2, where their
first element stores the aggregated token information, while
the remaining the individual token content. We propose a
self-reinforcement loss Lu for the uncertain tokens, as the
cross-entropy loss between each student’s patch token and
its corresponding teacher’s patch token:

Lu = −
1+N∑
i=2

M
(i)
b P

(i)
2 log P̂

(i)
2 , (8)
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Method Sup. Net. Val Test

Multi-stage WSSS methods
RIB (Lee et al. 2021a) I + S RN101 70.2 70.0
EDAM (Wu et al. 2021) I + S RN101 70.9 70.6
EPS (Lee et al. 2021b) I + S RN101 71.0 71.8
SANCE (Li, Fan, and Zhang 2022) I + S RN101 72.0 72.9
L2G (Jiang et al. 2022) I + S RN101 72.1 71.7
RCA (Zhou et al. 2022) I + S RN38 72.2 72.8
SEAM (Wang et al. 2020) I RN38 64.5 65.7
BES (Chen et al. 2020) I RN101 65.7 66.6
CPN (Zhang et al. 2021) I RN38 67.8 68.5
CDA (Su et al. 2021) I RN38 66.1 66.8
ReCAM (Chen et al. 2022) I RN101 68.5 68.4
URN (Li et al. 2022b) I RN101 69.5 69.7
ESOL (Li et al. 2022a) I RN101 69.9 69.3
†ViT-PCM (Rossetti et al. 2022) I RN101 70.3 70.9
†MCTformer (Xu et al. 2022) I RN38 71.9 71.6
†OCR (Cheng et al. 2023) I RN38 72.7 72.0
†BECO (Rong et al. 2023) I MiT-B2 73.7 73.5
†MCTformer+ (Xu et al. 2023) I RN38 74.0 73.6

Single-stage WSSS methods
RRM (Zhang et al. 2020) I RN38 62.6 62.9
1Stage (Araslanov and Roth 2020) I RN38 62.7 64.3
†AFA (Ru et al. 2022) I MiT-B1 66.0 66.3
†ToCo (Ru et al. 2023) I ViT-B 71.1 72.2
†Ours I ViT-B 75.7 75.0

Table 1: Performance comparison of semantic segmentation
on PASCAL VOC 2012 in terms of mIoU(%). Sup. de-
notes the supervision type. I: image-level class labels. S:
off-the-shelf saliency maps. Net. denotes the segmentation
network for multi-stage methods or the backbone for single-
stage methods. RN38: Wide ResNet38 (Wu, Shen, and Van
Den Hengel 2019), RN101: ResNet101 (He et al. 2016),
MiT: Mix Transformer (Xie et al. 2021). † flags transformer
based classification network or backbone.

where Mb is the mask in Eq. (4) to help select masked patch
tokens. We also conduct self-reinforcement for the confident
tokens, formulated as the cross-entropy loss on the two ag-
gregated class tokens of the two views, given as

Lc = −P
(1)
1 log P̂

(1)
2 . (9)

Following a common practice, we adopt the multi-label soft
margin loss Lcls for classification, the pixel-wise cross-
entropy loss Lseg for segmentation, and the cosine similarity
loss Laff for affinity regularization. Denote the weighting
factors as {λi}5i=1, the overall training objective is

L = λ1Lcls + λ2Laff + λ3Lseg + λ4Lu + λ5Lc. (10)

It consolidates classification, segmentation and feature self-
reinforcement within a single-stage framework.

Experiments
Experimental Settings
Datasets We evaluate our method on two benchmarks:
PASCAL VOC 2012 (Everingham et al. 2010) and MS
COCO 2014 (Lin et al. 2014). PASCAL VOC contains

Method Sup. Net. Val

Multi-stage WSSS methods
EPS (Lee et al. 2021b) I + S RN101 35.7
RIB (Lee et al. 2021a) I + S RN101 43.8
L2G (Jiang et al. 2022) I + S RN101 44.2
CDA (Su et al. 2021) I RN38 33.2
URN (Li et al. 2022b) I RN101 40.7
ESOL (Li et al. 2022a) I RN101 42.6
†MCTformer (Xu et al. 2022) I RN38 42.0
†ViT-PCM (Rossetti et al. 2022) I RN101 45.0
†OCR (Cheng et al. 2023) I RN38 42.5
BECO (Rong et al. 2023) I RN101 45.1
†MCTformer+ (Xu et al. 2023) I RN38 45.2

Single-stage WSSS methods
†AFA (Ru et al. 2022) I MiT-B1 38.9
†ToCo (Ru et al. 2023) I ViT-B 42.3
†Ours I ViT-B 45.4

Table 2: Performance comparison of semantic segmentation
on MS COCO 2014 in terms of mIoU(%). We use the same
notations as in Table 1.

20 object classes and one background class. Following the
common practice of previous works (Zhang et al. 2020;
Araslanov and Roth 2020; Ru et al. 2022, 2023), it is aug-
mented with data from the SBD dataset (Hariharan et al.
2011), resulting in 10, 582, 1, 449 and 1, 456 images for
training, validation and testing, respectively. MS COCO
contains 80 object classes and one background class. It has
82, 081 images for training and 40, 137 images for vali-
dation. Note that we only adopt image-level labels during
the training phase. We report mean Intersection-over-Union
(mIoU) as the evaluation metric.

Implementation Details We adopt ViT-B (Dosovitskiy
et al. 2020) pretrained on ImageNet (Deng et al. 2009) as
the transformer encoder. The convolutional decoder refers to
DeepLab-LargeFOV (Chen et al. 2017). We use two aggre-
gation blocks in the aggregation module. The projector com-
prises a 3-layer perceptron and a weight-normalized fully
connected layer (Caron et al. 2021). Parameters in the ag-
gregation module and the projector are randomly initialized.
We use a light data augmentation: random resized cropping
to 448× 448, random horizontal flipping, and random color
jittering. The student is optimized with AdamW (Loshchilov
and Hutter 2017). The base learning rate is warmed up to
6e − 5 and decayed with a cosine schedule. The weighting
factors (λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4, λ5) are (1.0, 0.2, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1). The
teacher requires no gradient and is updated using exponen-
tial moving average (EMA). The momentum for EMA is
0.9995 and increases to 1.0 with a cosine schedule during
training. We embrace centering and sharpening techniques
suggested in (Caron et al. 2021) to avoid collapsed solutions.
The masking ratio r is 0.4 for adaptive uncertain feature se-
lection. The background scores (βl, βh) introduced to deter-
mine uncertain regions are (0.2, 0.7). Training iterations are
20,000 for PASCAL VOC 2012 and 80,000 for MS COCO
2014. We use multi-scale testing and dense CRF (Chen et al.
2014) at test time following (Ru et al. 2022, 2023).
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Figure 4: Visualization results of CAMs and predicted seg-
mentation labels with SOTA single-stage frameworks (i.e.,
AFA and ToCo). (left) Ground truth. (middle) Comparison
results of CAMs. (right) Comparison results of predicted
segmentation labels.

Comparison with State-of-the-arts
PASCAL VOC 2012 Table 1 shows comparison results of
our proposed Feature Self-Reinforcement (FSR) with other
state-of-the-art methods on PASCAL VOC 2012. As can be
seen from this table, FSR significantly outperforms other
single-stage approaches, achieving 75.7% and 75.0% mIoU
on the validation and test sets, respectively. It is notice-
able that our method achieves even higher mIoU than sev-
eral sophisticated multi-stage methods, e.g., FSR surpasses
BECO (Rong et al. 2023) by margins of 2.0% and 1.5%.
Compared with multi-stage methods using both image-level
labels and off-the-shelf saliency maps, e.g., L2G (Jiang et al.
2022) and RCA (Zhou et al. 2022), our method still achieves
superior performance. We assume although saliency maps
are effective in providing additional background clues, our
method can strengthen both confident regions (mostly the
main body of objects or the background) and uncertain re-
gions (mostly object boundaries), so that semantically dis-
tinct objects can be better differentiated. Moreover, it shows
that recent methods with transformer-based networks (with
†) generally outperform those with convolutional networks
(without †). Nevertheless, due to the difficulty of end-to-end
optimization, single-stage transformer-based methods (e.g.,
ToCo reports 71.1% and 72.2%) can only achieve compa-
rable performance with multi-stage ones (e.g., BECO re-
ports 73.7% and 73.5%). Our method proves the efficacy
of transformer-based single-stage training by attaining even
better results.

MS COCO 2014 Table 2 gives comparison results of se-
mantic segmentation on a more challenging benchmark MS
COCO 2014. We achieve 45.5% mIoU on the validation
set, which outperforms previous single-stage solutions and
is slightly better than multi-stage MCTformer+ (Xu et al.
2023) by 0.2%. This further demonstrates the superiority of
our proposed method.

Visualization Results In Figure 4, we visualize CAMs de-
rived from the classifier and semantic segmentation labels
predicted by the decoder of three single-stage methods, i.e.,
AFA (Ru et al. 2022), ToCo (Ru et al. 2023) and our pro-

Edge CAM CAM
mask ratio (strict) (strict) 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

Pseu. label results (%)
random - - 73.1 73.6 74.1 74.2 73.2

uncertain 73.3 74.0 74.1 74.2 73.9 74.4 73.7

Pred. label results (%)
random - - 71.7 72.3 71.3 72.3 71.2

uncertain 71.6 71.8 72.2 72.3 72.0 72.5 72.1

Table 3: Ablation results of uncertain feature selection meth-
ods. “random” means random masking, “uncertain” means
our adaptive masking strategy that gives priority to masking
uncertain regions.

Masking unc.FSR cer.FSR Pseu. (%) Pred. (%)

- - - 71.1 67.9

CAM

✓ 74.4 72.5
✓(GAP) 72.3 70.9
✓(GMP) 71.8 70.0
✓(MCA) 75.2 73.3

✓ ✓(MCA) 75.7 73.6

Table 4: Ablation results of unc.FSR and cer.FSR. “GAP”,
“GMP”, and “MCA” are aggregation methods adopted for
cer.FSR.

posed FSR. Compared with AFA, ToCo and FSR can gener-
ate more integral and deterministic CAMs. For instance, the
wheels of “motorbike” are mildly activated by AFA while
strongly confirmed by ToCo and FSR. This proves the effec-
tiveness of FSR for uncertain features. However, AFA only
focuses on boosting uncertain features, whereas our method
enhances both uncertain and certain ones. For instance, AFA
mistakes “drawer” as “chair”, while FSR successfully recog-
nizes the different semantics. This shows the importance of
FSR for seemingly certain features.

Ablation Studies
In this section, we present extensive ablation studies to
verify the effectiveness of our proposed FSR. We report
segmentation performance of pseudo labels (Pseu.) derived
from CAMs as well as predicted labels (Pred.) generated
by the decoder. All results are evaluated on PASCAL VOC
2012 val set. Dense CRF is not applied with ablations.

Analysis of Uncertain Feature Selection In Table 3, we
compare two strict selection methods for uncertain features:
edge-based selection and CAM-based selection. For edge-
based selection, we choose the conventional Canny edge de-
tector to extract edges in an image and generate exact masks
of these edges. Activation thresholds for CAM-based selec-
tion are (0.2, 0.7). CAM-based selection is marginally better
than edge-based selection; the improvement continues when
CAM-based selection is relaxed, i.e., uncertain features are
not strictly but preferentially masked. Empirically, we find
that r = 0.4 gives the best result. In addition, uncertain
feature masking achieves higher performance than random
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baseline
+unc.FSR

baseline baseline
+cer.FSR

baseline
+FSR

uncertain regions
(pale color)

bird tvmonitor bottle, personchair, sofadog

Figure 5: (top) Visualization of FSR optimizing boundary
regions (e.g., boundaries of sofa in dashed red boxes) via
uncertain and confident feature self-reinforcement. (bottom)
Class-to-patch attention maps derived from the aggregation
module. Class labels are displayed under each example.

feature masking in most cases, showing it is important to
reinforce uncertain features for semantics clarification.

Analysis of Feature Self-reinforcement Table 4 shows
the ablation results of FSR on uncertain regions (unc.FSR)
and on certain regions (cer.FSR). The masking ratio is set
to 0.4 for comparison. It demonstrates the advancement
of unc.FSR by achieving 74.4% (compared to 71.1%) on
pseudo labels and 72.5% (compared to 67.9%) on predicted
labels. This proves that reinforcing uncertain features, which
mainly contain ambiguous object boundaries and misclassi-
fied categories, is fairly effective. When combining unc.FSR
with cer.FSR, the quality of pseudo labels can be further im-
proved, from 74.4% to 75.7%; predicted labels directly su-
pervised by pseudo labels are promoted as well, from 72.5%
to 73.6%. This indicates that reinforcing confident features
is complementary to unc.FSR with enhanced global under-
standing. We showcase examples of our FSR method and its
effect on object boundaries in Figure 5 (top).

(a) Analysis of unc.FSR To gain a deep understanding of
unc.FSR, we investigate the training process by analyzing
the attention mechanism. Specifically, we compute average
attention entropy (Attanasio et al. 2022) for each attention
head across transformer layers. As shown in Figure 6, the
entropy at shallow layers (e.g., layer 0 to 6) holds similar
without unc.FSR; however, it becomes higher and tighter at
deep layers (e.g., layer 7 to 11) when unc.FSR is applied. A
large entropy for a specific token indicates that a broad con-
text contributes to this token, while a small entropy tells the
opposite. From this point of view, we assume that unc.FSR
benefits semantic segmentation by improving the degree of
contextualization at deep layers.

(b) Analysis of cer.FSR We compare our attentive ag-
gregation of certain features (MCA) with two conventional
methods: Global Average Pooling (GAP) and Global Maxi-

(1) w/o unc.FSR (2) w/ unc.FSR

Figure 6: Average attention entropy of different attention
heads (dots) across different layers.

Ours +GaussianBlur +Solarization AutoAugment

Pseu. (%) 75.7 75.9 ± 0.05 75.3 ± 0.12 74.8 ± 0.09
Pred. (%) 73.6 73.6 ± 0.02 73.2 ± 0.06 72.8 ± 0.04

Table 5: Ten-trial experimental results of data augmenta-
tions. “Ours” is our default data augmentation setting.

mum Pooling (GMP). GAP assigns an equal weight to each
unmasked patch token, while GMP picks up the dominant
one along each dimension. Table 4 shows that GAP per-
forms better than GMP, as GMP tends to intensify the most
discriminative features, which may have an adverse effect
in recognizing an integral object. It is noticeable that MCA
outperforms GAP by a large margin, indicating an attentive
weighting mechanism is superior to average weighting. We
visualize class-to-patch attention maps in Figure 5 (bottom),
which illustrates that the class token can adaptively learn to
pay attention to object regions. Note that the class token is
not directly supervised by classification in our design; it in-
teracts with unmasked patch tokens and learns to summarize
effective information from them.

Data Augmentation We present comparison results with
other data augmentations in Table 5, which reveals that data
augmentations have limited impacts on the performance. For
example, the performances display variations within the an-
ticipated range when incorporating GaussianBlur or Solar-
ization. Even when we substitute the data augmentation with
the robust AutoAugment (Cubuk et al. 2018), the results wit-
ness a slight decline as a strong augmentation may interfere
with the segmentation objective.

Conclusion

In this work, we propose to estimate boundaries with the
guidance of semantic uncertainty identified by CAM. To
achieve this, we design an activation-based masking strat-
egy and seek to recover local information with self-distilled
knowledge. We further introduce a self-distillation method
to reinforce semantic consistency with another augmented
view. We integrate our method into the single-stage WSSS
framework and validate its effectiveness on PASCAL VOC
2012 and MS COCO 2014 benchmarks.
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